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Choosing where to 
submit your paper  



More 
than 70 
journals  





Most important: 
 
Audience: Technical/specialised or broader-
interest? 
Impact: Significant work or archival research? 
 
Other things to consider… 
• Who will be able to access your published work? 
• Do you need to publish it on an open access 

basis? 
• How many people are likely to download and 

cite your work? 
• How will your paper be promoted? 
 
 
 



Writing and 
preparing your paper  



● Title  
● Abstract 
● Introduction 
● Methods 
● Results 
● Discussion 
● Conclusion 
● Acknowledgments 
● References 
● Figures 

All papers should have…. 



● The title and abstract are the 
most visible part of your paper 

● Title: Concise yet informative 
● Don’t use abbreviations or 

chemical symbols 
 
● Abstract: No more than 250 

words 
● Short summary of main results 

 

● Title  
● Abstract 
● Introduction 
● Methods 
● Results 
● Discussion 
● Conclusion 
● Acknowledgments 
● References 
● Figures 



● Title  
● Abstract 
● Introduction 
● Methods 
● Results 
● Discussion 
● Conclusion 
● Acknowledgments 
● References 
● Figures 

● The introduction is the first part 
of your paper to contain 
substantial amounts of text 

● Describe the main goals 
● Set the work in the context of 

previous research 
● Overview of methods 
● Cite all relevant references 



● Methods: Give enough 
information to allow 
duplication of your results 

● Don’t replicate text from other 
published works 

● Results: Represent your data in 
an organized manner 

● Discussion: Demonstrate the 
significance and impact of your 
results 

● Compare with other published 
work 

● Discuss the implications and 
applications 

● Title  
● Abstract 
● Introduction 
● Methods 
● Results 
● Discussion 
● Conclusion 
● Acknowledgments 
● References 
● Figures 



● Title  
● Abstract 
● Introduction 
● Methods 
● Results 
● Discussion 
● Conclusion 
● Acknowledgments 
● References 
● Figures 

● Summarize your major points 
● Highlight the novelty and  

significance of your work 
● Answer questions put in the 

Introduction 
● Include your plans for future 

work 



● Title  
● Abstract 
● Introduction 
● Methods 
● Results 
● Discussion 
● Conclusion 
● Acknowledgments 
● References 
● Figures 

● Recognize the contribution of 
funders or other assistance 

● Cite the right references 
● Original works both historical 

and recent 
● Check for accuracy 
● Follow the reference style of 

the journal 



● Title  
● Abstract 
● Introduction 
● Methods 
● Results 
● Discussion 
● Conclusion 
● Acknowledgments 
● References 
● Figures 

● Correctly ordered, complete, 
with full captions and 
references where relevant 

● You MUST have permission to 
re-use previously published 
figures 



Top Ten Tips for getting published  

1: Check the literature for similar 
results 

2: Use appropriate references that 
show context of your work  

3: Consider your audience  

4: Write a clear title and abstract  

5: Limit jargon or technical terms 

            

6: Avoid speculation or conjecture 

7: Keep it concise – even when there 
is no word limit.  

8: State your conclusions clearly 

9: Allow time for rewriting  
Last but not least….. 

10: Get feedback before you submit 
 



The peer review 
process  



Peer review 
 
Having research checked by expert peers before it is made available to the wider 
readership 
 
• Correct 
• Scientific rigor and merit 
• Adds useful information 
• Original and novel 
• Reproducible 
• Well-referenced 
 
Benefits for authors: 
• A chance to improve your work 
• Gain feedback from your peers 

 
 
 
 



Peer review 
 
Single-blind: Anonymous reviewer knows author identity 

Double blind: Authors and reviewers both anonymous 

Open: Authors know who reviewers are/reviewers know who authors are.  

IOP Publishing 
 

• Single-blind review 
• Minimum of 2 reports 

 



Peer review 



Editor performs  
suitability checks 
 
• Language quality 
• Presentation 
• Significance  
• Scope 
• Scientific rigor 
• Impact 
• Text duplication 

 
Reviewers 

Rejected 





Referee reports: revising and responding 

Referee reports should help you to improve your paper 
  

A good report should: 
 
• Highlight any problems or 

mistakes clearly 
• Highlight ambiguities  
• Offer suggestions for improvement 
• Indicate what can be done to make 

the work suitable for publication 
• Ask questions if something isn’t 

clear 
 
 



Referee reports: revising and responding 

An author’s response should address every point (even if you disagree)  

A good response should: 
 
• Rectify any mistakes and explain how the 

paper has been corrected 
• Communicate all changes clearly 
• Answer all of the reviewer’s questions 
• If you disagree with a point/comment: 
      explain why politely and clearly  
 
 



Referee reports: revising and responding 
It’s ok to: 
 
• State that you think the reviewer might be incorrect 

(but you should explain why) 
• Not to make suggested changes provided you have a 

good reason 
• Ask for clarification 
• Ask for more time to prepare your revision and 

response 
• Appeal the decision with the journal  
 
It’s not ok to: 
 
• Respond aggressively 
• To ignore comments or suggestions 
• To contact the reviewer directly (if you think you know 

who it is).  
 



Referee reports: revising and responding 

Most authors: 
 
• Copy the original point then respond to each question or suggestion in 

the order of the original report 
 

• Include a list of changes or indicate changes on their revised manuscript  
 

• Thank the reviewers for their feedback 
 

 
 
 
 





Publication isn’t the end of 
the story… 
 
• What else should you 

expect from the Publisher? 
• Who’s going to see your 

work? 



Promoting your 
published work 



Why is it important to promote your work? 
 
 
 
 

To raise 
awareness 

from: 

Your  
research 

community 

Funding bodies 

Potential 
employers 

The general 
public 



• News updates 
• Subject collections 
• Journal highlights 
• Press releases 

Steve Pritchard, 
Press Officer  



Lab Talks Video Abstracts Publisher’s Pick 



Jphys+  
 
• Written by journal editors 
• Author interviews 
• Highlights from published 

articles and special issues 
• Highlights from 

conferences 
• Support our Journal of 

Physics series   
 

http://jphysplus.iop.org/ 



TMR+ Written by Editor Dr James 
Tyrrel 
 
  Supports 
Translational 
Material Research 
 • Industry updates 

• Research highlights in 
materials science  

• Funding 
• Intellectual property 
• Commercialisation 

http://tmrplus.iop.org/ 





12 full-time 
journalists 

>100,000  
readers  

worldwide 

220,000 
readers 
online 





Facebook is one of our 
largest referrals for web 

traffic (2nd only to Google) 



Copyright and 
ethics 



IOP asks authors to assign copyright 
• Transfers ownership from author to IOP 
• Allows IOP: 

– to publish and distribute the article 
– to prevent others from publishing the article 
 

• IOP gives back to the author the rights to: 
• Use the article for teaching and to include it in their 

dissertation/thesis 
 

• Use up to 3 figures from their article in later papers 
 

• Post the accepted manuscript of their article to their personal  
• website (immediately) and to other sites (after 1 year) 

 
 
 
 

Copyright 



Copyright 

Our open access articles are published under a Creative Commons Licence. 
This means that your published article can be re-used subject to some 
restrictions.   

• Creative Commons: A non-profit organisation that has published a number of 
different licenses, which allow work to be shared and re-used subject to 
different restrictions. 

• CC-BY license most common. 
• CC-BY allows other people to re-use your work (including for commercial gain) 

as long as it is attributed to you. 
• There are other types of CC Licence.  
• Go to www.copyright.iop.org  to find out more. 
 

http://www.copyright.iop.org/


Copyright Using other people’s copyright works 

•Figures 
•Text 
• Ideas 
•Data  



Figures taken from other articles 

o We ask authors to obtain permission from the copyright owner 
o Without permission we cannot publish. Acknowledgement is not enough 
o Assignment of copyright only transfers ownership of original material 
o If you modify an image you should still seek permission form the original 

copyright owner before the new image is published 
o  Many Publishers grant permission to use their images free of charge 

upon request. 

Copyright 



Copyright 
Excerpts from published articles  

“ 

” 
o It is a copyright infringement to replicate text from a published article. 
o Short, properly attributed quotes are acceptable and do not usually need 

permission. 
o There is no ‘safe’ word-count or proportion of work that you can copy without 

permission or attribution.  



Copyright 
Other people’s ideas 

o Copyright does not protect ideas, theories or hypotheses 
o But, it does protect how those ideas are expressed in 

published works.   
o You can not infringe copyright by expressing facts or data in 

your own words. 



Copyright Re-using or working with published 
data  

• Raw data and data sets are generally published as supplementary 
material and generally do not require re-assignment of copyright. 

• Graphs, charts, figures, tables and any other representation of data 
do usually come under copyright. If you wish to use another author’s 
figures in your work you will need to seek permission first. 
 

• As a matter of best practice and professional courtesy, data sources 
should be acknowledged and properly referenced.  

000111010
101010011
110001010
100110100 



• Multiple, redundant or 
concurrent publications 

• Fraudulent behaviour 
• Plagiarism 
• Authorship 
• Inadequate citation 
• Conflicts of interest 
 

What constitutes unethical behaviour?  



o Copyright: 
• Is a legal right 
• Protects against direct copying  
• Does not protect ideas or information 
• Attribution / referencing is not a defence 

 

o Plagiarism: 
• Is an ethical issue 
• Includes direct copying, without attribution 
• Includes “idea theft” 
• If a source is attributed/ referenced  then  
there will be no plagiarism 
 

Copyright versus plagiarism 



Self-archiving your published 
article  

• IOP Publishing allows authors to post the final version of their accepted 
manuscript (but not the published version) onto a repository after an embargo 
period. 

• Embargo periods vary between journals: typically 6-12 months 
• We do not allow authors to post the published version of their manuscript in 

repositories. 
• Accepted manuscripts can be posted on the Arxiv, ResearchGate, Mendeley 

and other institutional repositories 



The difference between an accepted manuscript 
and a published manuscript  

Accepted manuscript (preprint). 
Self-archive in a repository 

Published version available 
through Publisher  







Editorial Board  

Dal-Hee 
Min, Seoul 
National 
University  

Jong-Hyun 
Ahn, Yonsei 
University  

Yongsheng Chen Nankai University 
Luigi Colombo Texas Instruments Incorporated 
Andrea Ferrari University of Cambridge 
Hongjun Gao Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, 
Jari Kinaret Chalmers University of Technology,  
Kostas Kostarelos University of Manchester, 
Chun Ning (Jeanie) Lau University of California, 
Riverside 
Guy Le Lay Aix-Marseille University 
Yongqing Li Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences 
Alberto Morpurgo University of Geneva 
Klaus Müllen Max Planck Institute for Polymer 
Research  
Kian Ping Loh National University of Singapore 
Marco Polini NEST, Istituto Nanoscienze-CNR and 
Scuola Normale Superiore 
Wencai Ren Shenyang National Laboratory for 
Materials Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Stephan Roche Institut Català de Nanociència i 
Nanotecnologia (ICN2) 
Joaquín Fernández-Rossier The International 
Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory 
Michael Strano Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
Mauricio Terrones Pennsylvania State University 
Wang Yao The University of Hong Kong 



Aims and scope 
2D Materials is devoted to publishing original research of the highest 
quality and impact covering all aspects of two-dimensional materials, 
including fundamental properties, novel applications and 
synthesis/fabrication techniques.  
 
Specific areas of interest include: 
• Experimental and theoretical studies 
• All applications 
• Production  
• Novel combinations  
• Discovery and synthesis 



Focus on synthesis and device 
applications of 2D materials  

Jong-Hyun 
Ahn, Yonsei 
University  

Hyeon-sik 
Cheong, 
Sogang 
Univeristy 

Korean authors  
invited to showcase 

high-quality 2D 
materials  
research  



2013 2013 2013 2013 2014 

2014 2014 

Expanding in materials science 
& engineering and biomedical 
physics… 
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ceri-wyn.thomas@iop.org 
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